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Thank you, tinyML Strategic Partners, for committing to take tinyML to the next Level, together.
Executive Strategic Partners
The Leading Development Platform for Edge ML

dedgeimpulse.com
Advancing AI research to make efficient AI ubiquitous

Power efficiency
- Model design, compression, quantization, algorithms, efficient hardware, software tools

Personalization
- Continuous learning, contextual, always-on, privacy-preserved, distributed learning

Efficient learning
- Robust learning through minimal data, unsupervised learning, on-device learning

Perception
- Object detection, speech recognition, contextual fusion

Reasoning
- Scene understanding, language understanding, behavior prediction

Action
- Reinforcement learning for decision making

A platform to scale AI across the industry

Qualcomm AI Research is an initiative of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.
Accelerate Your Edge Compute

SYNTIANT

Making Edge AI A Reality

www.syntiant.com
Platinum Strategic Partners
Renesas is enabling the next generation of AI-powered solutions that will revolutionize every industry sector.
DEPLOY VISION AI AT THE EDGE AT SCALE
Gold Strategic Partners
Witness potential made possible at analog.com.

Where what if becomes what is.
Easily deploy your tinyML solutions with Arduino Pro

arduino.cc/pro

Made In Italy
Arm AI Virtual Tech Talks

The latest in AI trends, technologies & best practices from Arm and our Ecosystem Partners.

Demos, code examples, workshops, panel sessions and much more!

Fortnightly Tuesday @ 4pm GMT/8am PT

Find out more: www.arm.com/techtalks
The Right Edge AI Tools Can Make or Break Your Next Smart IoT Product

Analytics Toolkit Suite

AutoML

Data Collection

Test & Validation

Code Generation

Json Output

Data Streaming

Team Collaboration

Version Control and Model Management

sensiml.com/tinyML
STMicroelectronics provides extensive solutions to make tiny Machine Learning easy
ENGINEERING
EXCEPTIONAL
EXPERIENCES

We engineer exceptional experiences for consumers in the home, at work, in the car, or on the go.

www.synaptics.com
Silver Strategic Partners
Join Growing tinyML Communities:

[QR Code for Meetup]

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge

[QR Code for LinkedIn]

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

14.9k members in 47 Groups in 39 Countries

4k members & 11.6k followers
Subscribe to tinyML YouTube Channel for updates and notifications (including this video)
www.youtube.com/tinyML
tinyML EMEA Innovation Forum

June 26 - 28, 2023
Amsterdam

EMEA 2023
https://www.tinyml.org/event/emea-2023

More sponsorships are available: sponsorships@tinyML.org
Reminders

Slides & Videos will be posted tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums    youtube.com/tinyml

Please use the Q&A window for your questions
Chris Rowen

Chris is a Silicon Valley entrepreneur and technologist, now VP of AI Engineering and Product for Webex Collaboration in Cisco. Most recently he was co-founder and CEO of BabbleLabs, a speech ML company, acquired by Cisco in 2020. Prior to Babblelabs, Chris served as CTO for Cadence’s IP Group, which he joined after Cadence’s acquisition of Tensilica, the company he founded in 1997 to develop extensible processors. He led Tensilica as CEO and later, CTO, to develop one of the most prolific embedded processor architectures, especially for compute-intensive embedded processing. Chris was a pioneer in developing RISC architecture and helped found MIPS Computer Systems in 1984. He has an MS and PhD in EE from Stanford and a BA in physics from Harvard. He was named an IEEE Fellow in 2015 for his work in development of microprocessor technology.
Anders Hardebring is CEO and co-founder at Imagimob. Anders has strong experience in leading and developing early-stage companies in the technology sector. Anders was a driving force from start to exit in AU-System Mobile/Across Wireless that was sold to Sonera Smarttrust in a Billion-dollar exit. Anders holds a MSc in Industrial Engineering and Management from Linköpings University.
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